Jeopardy Cards - 2013
$

People

100

Who celebrated the birth of a royal baby this year?
(William and Kate Windsor  The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge )

200

Who leaked the USA’s espionage secrets and then sought asylum in Russia?
(Edward Snowden)

300

Who was deposed as leader of the Egyptian government in July this year?
(Mohamed Morsi)

400

Which South American President died in February this year?
(Hugo Chavez)

500

Who became “the most famous teenager in the world” when she spoke about her
experiences campaigning for female education in Pakistan?
(Malala Yousafzai)

600

Who became Prime Minister of China this year?
(Xi Jinping)

$

Events

100

Which world statesman resigned unexpectedly this year and was replaced by an
Argentinian? (Pope Benedict / Ratzinger)

200

Which government shut down for 16 days because of a dispute over the budget?
(The USA)

300

Which country was disastrously hit by typhoon Haiyan this year?
(The Philippines)

400

Protests in which country were centred around the redevelopment of a city park?
(Turkey  Gezi Park)

500

Which US marathon was devastated by a homemade bomb this year?
(Boston)

600

Which athlete was accused of murdering his girlfriend?
(Oliver Pistorius)
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$

Science & Technology

100

What are the names of Microsoft and Sony’s new games consoles?
(Xbox One and Playstation 4)

200

What exploded over Chelyabinsk in Russia in February this year?
(A meteorite)

300

Which company released a pair of glasses with a computer attached to them,?
(Google  Google Glass)

400

Which company bought phone maker Nokia this year?
(Microsoft)

500

Which social network was floated on the stock exchange this year?
(Twitter)

600

Who won the Nobel Prize for Science in 2013 for his work in particle physics?
(Professor Peter Higgs)

$

Culture

100

What film starring Robert Downey Jr was the USA’s biggest grossing film of 2013?
(Iron Man 3)

200

Which author released the thriller “A Cuckoo’s Calling” under a secret identity?
(JK Rowling)

300

Which film directed by Ben Affleck won an Oscar for Best Film?
(Argo)

400

Which video game made more than $800 million in it’s first 24 hours of its release?
(Grand Theft Auto V)

500

Which two actors starred in Gravity, a film about two astronauts stranded in space?
(George Clooney and Sandra Bullock)

600

What were found in a South German apartment that are estimated to be worth more
than $1 billion? (Paintings  confiscated by the Nazis during WW2)
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$

Sport

100

Which cyclist admitted to doping during his 7 Tour de France victories?
(Lance Armstrong)

200

Who won the Formula 1 championship for the fourth consecutive time in 2013?
(Sebastian Wettel)

300

Which successful British football manager resigned after leading his club for 27 years?
(Sir Alex Ferguson)

400

Which club won the European Champions League this year?
(Bayern Munich)

500

Which British man won the Wimbledon Tennis Championship this year?
(Andy Murray)

600

Which city was announced as future host of the 2020 Olympics?
(Tokyo)

$

New Words  Meaning of these words which were added to the 2013 Oxford Dictionary

100

Street Food
(food bought from stands in the street)

200

Space Tourism
(paying to go to space for recreation)

300

Selfie
(a photo taken of yourself using a phone camera)

400

Bitcoin
(a form of digital currency)

500

Twerking
(dance to popular music in a sexually provocative manner involving thrusting hip
movements and a low, squatting stance  maybe easier to demonstrate!)

600

Phablet
(a cross between a phone and a tablet computer)
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